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Uncle Uber's Sammich Shop 

"It's 'Wichcraft"

Few food items in this world are as perfect as the sandwich, and Uncle

Uber's really does this noble food item justice. Order one of their many

different 'wiches, which range from traditional ones like grilled cheese or

roast beef to more adventurous like the Pork BunMe (a take on the Banh

Mi Vietnamese sandwich) or the mouthwatering Cuban. Make sure to

check out their burgers, which come in single, double and triple varieties,

and their hand-cut fries if you feel like branching out.

 +1 214 653 8237  www.uncleubers.com/  info@uncleubers.com  2713 Commerce Street,

Dallas TX
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EatZi's Market & Bakery 

"All in One"

Popular with everyone, from professionals to families, EatZi's carries high-

quality gourmet foods and freshly baked breads at reasonable prices.

Enjoy a variety of foods such as a sandwich from the deli, fresh made-to-

order salads or even a hot meal. EatZi's even provides packaged meals,

made fresh, for a quick lunch or dinner pick-up. Lines are long during peak

hours but business flows pretty smoothly. Avoid the crowded outdoor

tables and have a seat inside.

 +1 214 526 1515  eatzis.catertrax.com/  info@eatzis.com  3403 Oak Lawn Avenue,

Dallas TX
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Jimmy's Food Store 

"Italian Deli and Grocers"

This well established deli and grocer has become a cultural icon in Dallas.

Jimmy's Food Store has a cult-like following for their imported Italian

goods as well as their top-notch take out sandwiches. Find everything

from imported and domestic cheeses, to Italian meats, sweets and wine.

Their deli section holds an impressive array of freshly prepared items such

as sausage, meatballs, lasagna's and desserts all made in-house. For a

quick bite to eat, grab one of their panini's, subs or muffuletta's and

prepare to become one of the regular customers!

 +1 214 823 6180  www.jimmysfoodstore.co

m/

 Paul@JimmysFoodStore.co

m

 4901 Bryan Street, Dallas TX
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The Old Monk 

"Monastery Concept"

The Old Monk has bagged the 'Best of Dallas' title, by the Dallas Observer,

for three consecutive years. The decor is based on a monastery concept -

wooden walls, wooden floor and wooden plank tables. The beer list is not

what you can call extensive, but do try the Belgian beer on your visit to

the place. Charming waitresses bring you large portions of anything that

you order (Mussels Fritas are highly recommended). The place attracts a

sophisticated crowd and is the best venue to catch up on old friends over
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a few glasses of beer.

 +1 214 821 1880  www.oldmonkdallas.com  mail@oldmonkdallas.com  2847 North Henderson

Avenue, Dallas TX
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Bartley's BBQ 

"Casual Barbecue Joint"

The casual, sit-down, picnic-table atmosphere at Bartley's Bar-B-Q makes

this the perfect place to spend a leisurely afternoon or a pleasant early

dinner. Known for their great barbecue, this restaurant packs people in

and definitely makes them come back. No visit to Bartley's is complete

without sampling the authentic barbecued bologna, guaranteed to melt in

your mouth. Other barbecue selections include beef preparations, turkey

and chicken, as well as a variety of side dishes, such as baked potatoes

and sandwiches.

 +1 817 481 3212  www.bartleysbbq.com  shane@bartleysbbq.com  413 East Northwest Highway,

Grapevine TX
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